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INVITED REVIEW

White Matter DiseasedThe True Source of Triphasic Waves?
Brin Freund,* Ivan S. Kotchetkov,† and Peter W. Kaplan*
*Department of Neurology, Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.; and †Department of Neurology, Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center, New York, New York, U.S.A.

Summary: Triphasic waves are EEG phenomena typically seen in
patients with acute encephalopathy and have importance in
diagnosis and prognosis in these cases. The underlying metabolic
disturbances associated with their incidence have been
described previously, but neuroimaging characteristics are not
well delineated. There are a few small studies that define
neuroimaging results in patients with triphasic waves. This

review highlights the most common neuroimaging findings in
these patients, including subcortical white matter disease, which
itself may be a risk factor for triphasic waves.
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Acute encephalopathy is a common cause of hospitalization and
is associated with poor outcomes.1 EEG is often performed in

these cases to evaluate cause and severity and rule out subclinical
seizures that warrant antiepileptic therapy. Generalized slow
wave activity is often seen, which is thought to be a nonspecific
finding of cerebral dysfunction. On the other hand, triphasic
waves (TWs) can be coincidentally detected in 20% of these
cases and have more diagnostic and prognostic utility.2

Triphasic waves are EEG phenomena demonstrating three
phases with predominance in the front–central regions and
a frontal to occipital delay or “time lag” in activity.3 Triphasic
waves are most notably associated with hepatic failure and
coma4,5 but have been described in other conditions including
uremia, hypoxic–ischemic brain injury, and drug-induced
encephalopathy, typically with a poor prognosis.4–11 The
underlying etiologies of TWs include toxic, metabolic, and
structural neurological conditions,12 some or all of which are
often present in each case and thought to interact, leading to the
generation of TWs. The relative importance of each factor in the
development of TWs is not clear.

The clinical significance of TWs lies in their prognosis for
poor outcome7,8 with studies finding a 20% mortality rate at
discharge,13 50% mortality rate at 1 month,7 and an odds ratio of
4.5 for death in those with TWs followed out to 22 months.2

Higher mortality rates when TWs are present on EEG have also
been described regarding patients with hepatic encephalopathy.14

As such, a better understanding of the cause of TWs could impact
treatment and outcomes in these patients.

THE IMPORTANCE OF WMD IN TWS
White matter disease (WMD) is a common structural

neurological disorder present in patients with TWs, with some
studies demonstrating up to 60% to 70% displaying WMD on

neuroimaging.2,13 As such, there may be a causal association
between WMD and the incidence of TWs.

There are a small number of studies evaluating the importance
of WMD in TWs. One recent study set out to better elucidate the
role of WMD in generating TWs, either as a sole contributor to
their evolution or as part of a complex interaction among multiple
comorbid disorders, both medical and structural.15 In this case
series, patients with encephalopathy, who were evaluated with EEG
and found to have TWs on .10% of 10 second pages, were
screened for neuroimaging findings and traditional risk factors for
TWs. Their clinical characteristics were also compared with a series
of control patients who only had slow activity on their EEG and no
more than mild WMD. Both groups had a similar incidence of
metabolic and infectious conditions, as well as cortical atrophy, and
differed only in the presence of moderate or severe WMD. Many of
those in the TWs group had no more than mild metabolic
dysfunction, such as mild glucose or calcium abnormalities, which
would not typically be thought of as significant enough to cause
TWs on EEG. There was one patient in the TWs group with WMD
alone and no major acute condition that would have led to TWs.
Therefore, this study implicates WMD as an enabling factor for the
generation of TWs and suggests that it may be considered among
the risk factors for this electrographic finding.

The case series from Kotchetkov et al.15 is not alone in
demonstrating the importance of WMD in TWs. One analysis of
105 patients showed that 60% of those with TWs had WMD on
neuroimaging, which was the most frequently seen neuroimaging
abnormality in this cohort.13 Another study of TWs showed that
71% of the cohort had WMD on imaging.2 Neither study looked
specifically at the frequency and/or extent of metabolic dysfunction
in association with WMD. Sutter et al.13 mention that few, if any,
reports have described neuroimaging characteristics in their
patients, although there is one retrospective evaluation that
demonstrated a significant association between TWs and sub-
cortical (or white matter) atrophy.12 This analysis further points out
that the majority of patients had at least two comorbid disorders that
were medical/metabolic or structural in origin and that there is
a higher likelihood of TWs on EEG with the accumulation of risk
factors.12 Therefore, there is likely an interplay between multiple
factors leading to TWs, which often includes WMD.

On the other hand, there are cases of patients who do not
have any underlying WMD and appear to have TWs arising
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purely from acute metabolic disturbances. One study demonstrated
that five of six patients with TWs did not have brain atrophy or
WMD on neuroimaging.2 This further suggests a multifactorial
origin of TWs.

It is also unclear if the presence of WMD is specific to the
generation of TWs. One study showed no significant difference
between the incidences of WMD among different EEG findings
in patients with acute encephalopathy.2 This analysis also
demonstrated that patients with HIV encephalopathy were more
likely to have delta activity on their EEG as compared with the
rest of the cohort, which was theorized to be related to the
presence of confluent WMD.

There are two other studies that describe neuroimaging
findings in a cohort of patients with TWs.16,17 Summaries of their
results are included with some of the studies noted above in
Table 1.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF WMD AND TWS
The pathophysiological mechanism of WMD in the gener-

ation of TWs likely involves injury to the subcortical white
matter tracts, particularly those involving connections between
the thalamus and cortex.8,18 These thalamocortical signals are
typically suppressed in the normal, waking state by cortical
inputs, which communicate through the subcortical white
matter.3 This theory is further supported by an animal model
showing that TWs arise from the reticular nuclei and spindle
wave oscillatory systems in the thalamus, which are the targets or
cortical inhibition.19 Therefore, the association between WMD
and TWs likely involves the releasing of these thalamic
generators from cortical inhibition due to damage to the

subcortical white matter fibers.3,8,18 Other encephalopathic states,
such as delirium, are also thought to arise from white matter
disease.20 This may explain the finding that WMD can be
associated with other EEG changes seen in encephalopathies.

CONCLUSION
This review highlights the importance that TWs have in

diagnosis and prognosis of acute encephalopathy and argues that
WMD should be considered among the traditional risk factors for
the generation of TWs. However, there are multiple risk factors
for TWs, and their generation is likely the result of interplay
between medical and structural conditions. Patients with a higher
incidence of ischemic and neurodegenerative conditions have
a higher incidence of WMD,2 which tends to be seen in older
patients, and there seems to be a possible association with TWs
and older age.12 As the elderly population grows, the presence of
WMD, and likely TWs, will become more common. The
increasing use of EEG monitoring will also likely lead to more
cases of TWs being diagnosed. As such, a better understanding
of TWs and their clinical and prognostic indications as well as
their underlying etiologies are vital.
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TABLE 1. Neuroimaging Findings in Patients With TWs

Study Summary of Findings

Sutter et al.2 One patient with each of the following neuroimaging findings: intracranial hemorrhage, subdural hematoma, TBI, posterior
reversible encephalopathy syndrome; two patients with acute ischemic stroke and two patients with subarachnoid
hemorrhage; three patients with hydrocephalus; concomitant abnormalities were seen
White matter changes in 24/34, which were mild in 9, moderate in 9, and severe in 6
Cerebral atrophy in 15/34

Sutter and Kaplan12 White matter disease/changes in 64% of cohort
Cortical atrophy in 53/95 cases (P ¼ 0.160 when compared with controls)
Subcortical atrophy in 47/95 cases (P ¼ 0.008 when compared with controls without TWs)
Intracranial hemorrhage in 23/95 cases; brain tumor in 4/95 cases; acute ischemic stroke in 14/95 cases; TBI in 5/95

Sutter et al.13 60% showed white matter changes, 55% with brain atrophy, 23% demonstrated intracranial hemorrhage and 14% had acute
ischemic stroke
No association between survival and neuroradiological diagnosis

Kotchetkov, et al.15 9/11 had severe WMD and 2/11 had moderate WMD; 1/11 had an acute infarct; 1 had a history of intracerebral abscess
No difference in the global cerebral atrophy score between case versus control cohorts

Blatt and Brenner16 Imaging findings included some or all of the following: atrophy/volume loss in 37/62 patients, white matter disease in the
periventricular region in 11/62, subcortical infarcts in 7/62, cortical infarcts in 3/62
Four patients in the cohort had normal imaging

Aguglia et al.17 Neuroimaging findings included stroke (ischemic and hemorrhagic), tumors (craniopharyngioma, glioma, and glioblastoma),
malignancy (carcinomatous meningitis and lymphoma), hydrocephalus, and white matter disease
Locations include the midbrain, pons, thalamus, hypothalamus, cortical, and subcortical regions

TBI, traumatic brain injury; TW, triphasic wave; WMD, white matter disease.
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